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This report is Volume 2 of six volumes of the final report on "Nuclear Rocket Shielding
Methods, Modification, Updating, and Input Data Preparation." This work was performed for
the George C.Marshall Space Flight  Center (MSFC), Huntsville, Alabama, under Contract
No. NAS-8-24919, Control No. DCN 1 -X-80-00056. The technical monitor of this contractA
was Mr. Henry E. Stern, Deputy Manager of the Nuclear and Plasma Physics Division of the
Space Sciences Laboratory, MSFC. A description of the compilation of neutron and photon,
cross section library data is presented in this volume.
In summary,the six volumes of the final report are as follows:
Volume 1:
	
"Synopsis of Methods and Results of Analyses" - A summary of the work performed
under this contract,
Volume 2	 "Compilation of Neutron and Photon Cross Section Data" - A description of the
six Master Libraries of neutron and photon, cross section data,
Volume 3: "Cross Section Generation and Data Processing Techniques" - A description
of the GAMLEG-W, APPROPOS, NAGS, and SATURN codes,
Volume 4: "One-Dimensional, Discrete Ordinates Transport Technique" - A description
of the ANISN-W code,
Volume 5:	 "Two-Dimensional, Discrete Ordinates Transport Techniques" A description
of DOT-IIW, DOQ, ADOO, and MAP codes, and









This report is Volume 2 of six volumes of the final report on "Nuclear Rocket
Shielding Methods, Modifications, Updating, and Input Data Preparation". This volume
describes the compilation of neutron and photon cross section data.
The compilation and preparation of neutron and photon cross section data are
subdivided into the following categories;
1) Neutron cross sections for the ANISN-W and DOT-IIW discrete ordinates
transport codes and their auxiliary codes;
2) Photon cross sections for the ANISN-W and DOT-IIW discrete ordinates
transport codes, the KAP-VI point kernel code, and the SCAP single- and albedo-scatter
code;
3) Preparation of multigroup cross section sets (with upscatter removed, if desired),
using the WANL modified version of the ANISN code or the APPROPOS cross section prepara-
tion code;
4) Basic, nuclear data for nuclear and radiation analysis of a nuclear system. 	 1
The multigroup cross sections described in this volume are applicable for the analysis
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This is Volume 2 of six volumes of the final report on "Nuclear Rocket Shielding
Methods, Modification, Updating, and Input Data Preparation". This volume describes the
compilation of neutron. and photon cross section data.
The neutron and photon cross section libraries are an integral part of both the pre-
liminary or parametric and the detailed design radiation analysis methods provided to MSFC
under this contract and the previous contractual work (NAS-8-20414). A schematic diagram
of each method is shown in Figures 1 - 1 and 1-2. Both methods are described in Volume 1 of
thi s re port.
In the preliminary or parametric design method (Figu re 1-1), the APPROPOS code
(Volume 3) is used to prepare neutron and photon cross sections and other basic data for use
in the transport and data processing codes. The cross sections are input to the ANISN-W ;ode
(Volume 4). The ANISN-W code computes one-dimensional neutron and photon fluxes in the
reactor geometry. From the neutron fluxes, neutron and photon energy sources and distribu-
tions are obtained using the NAGS data processing code (Volume 3). The sources and distri-
butions are used as input to the KAP -VI point kernel code (Volume 6). The KAP-VI code
provides gamma ray and fast neutron radiation levels at locations external to We reactor.
Radiation sources, heat generation rates and radiation environment, both internal and external
to the reactor as well as shield effectiveness, can be computed using the preliminary or
parametric design method.
1
In the detailed design method (Figure 1-2), the neutron and photon Grose sections
prepared by the APPROPOS code (Volume 3) are used as input data to the DOT-IIW, two-
dimensional, discrete ordinates transport code. The DOT-IIW code (Volume 5) computes the
two-dimensional neutron and photon fluxes throughout the reactor geometry. The NAGS
data processing code (Volume 3) processes these fluxes and calculates neutron and photr,=n
energy deposition and neutron and photon energy sources and distributions within the reactor
system. These sources and distributions are used as input to the KAP-VI point kernel code
(Volume 6). In addition, the surface leakage fluxes from the DOT-IIW problem geometry
--^	 ..
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are used as input to the MAP radiation transport code (Volume 5). The MAP code computes
the radiation environment at selected surfaces or points external to the DOT- IIW geometry
and includes provision for last-flight transport using optional, point kernel techniques. The
SCAP single- or albed( -scatter code (Volume 6) is used to compute external radiation
environment using, as source input data, the output from either the KAP`-VI or the MAP codes.
Radiation sources, heat generation rates and radiation environment, both internal and
external to the reactor as well as shield effectiveness can be computed using the detailed
design method.
The SATURN (Volume 3), DOQ and ADOQ (Volume 5) codes are additiona l data
prepam fion and handling code,. These codes are provided as convenient tools for manipulat-
ing large qu(.ntities of data or For providing selected input data.
Section 2. 0 summarizes the neutron and photon cross section data compiled for the
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). A brief description of each of the five MSFC Master
Library Tapes is included.
Section 3.0 describes the basic neutron, cross section libraries provided under this
Contract and the method of computation.
Section 4. 0 describes the basic photon crc;^s section libraries provided under this
Contract. A brief description of how these data are used in the respentive codes is provided.
Section 5.0 describes two techniques for the preparation of few group cross section
data using the Master Libraries described in
	
volume.
Section 6.0 describes the basic, nuclear data provided under this Contract and the
method of computation.
A tabulation of pair-production, photo-electric, and Compton absorption as well
as Compton scatter and the total gamma ray cross section by element is listed in the APPEN-
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Figure 1=1. Flow Chcrt for Preliminary or Parametric Radiation Analysis
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2.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The compilation of neutron and photon cross section data for MSFC has generated
five Master Library Tapes and a deck of basic nuclear data. (See Table 2-1. )
Master Library Tape No. 1 contains 135 microscopic, transport corrected, neutron
cross sections sets for 36 elements for use in the AN iSN-W, DOT-IIW, and APPROPOS
:;des. These data are in a 52 energy group structure. Master Library TapF3 No. 2 contains
413 microscopic, P^ (1:53) neutron cross section sets for 36 elements for use in the ANISN-W,
DOT-IIW, and APPROPOS codes. These data are also in a 552 energy group structure.
Master Library Tape No. 3 contains 134 sets of reaction rate cross section data For use in the
APPROPOS code. The data on Master Library Tapes No. 1, 2, and 3 are averaged over four
representative, spatially dependent, neutron spectra obtained from current R-1 nuclear sub-
system design work. These first three tapes are obtained in a manner consistent with each
other and with the nuclear and radiation analysis procedures used in the radiation analysis
of reactors at the Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory (WANL).
Master Library Tape No. 4 contains 510 microscopic, P, gamma ray cross section
sets for 51 elements for use in the ANISN-W, DOT- IIW, and APPROPOS codes. These
data, which are in a 13 energy group structure, are averaged over a source spectrum of
prompt gamma ray energy emitted from the fission of 235 Uranium. Master Library Tape No. 5
contains the pair-production and photo-electric gamma ray cross section data used in the
KAP-VI, SOAP, MAP, and GAMLEG —W codes. Again, the data on Tapes 4 and 5 are
obtained in a manner consistent with each other and with the radiation analysis procedures
used in the radiation analysis of reactors at WANL.













1 Microscopic, 52 Group, Transport Corrected,
Neutron Cross Section Sets for Use in the
ANISN-W, DOT-IIW, and APPROPOS Codes
2 Microscopic, 52 Group, Py, Neutron Cross
Section Sets for Use in the ANISN-W,
DOT-IIW, and APPROPOS Codes
3 Microscopic, 52 Group, Reaction Rate Cross
Section Sets for Use in the APPROPOS Code
4 Microscopic, 13 Group, P_p, Gamma Ray
Cross Section Sets for Use in the ANISN-W.
DOT-IIW, and APPROPOS Codes
5 Pair-Production and Photo-Electric Gamma
Ray Cross Sections for Use in the KAP-VI,
SCAP, MAP, and GAMLEG-W Codes
A* Cknmmn Rov Production Data Due to Thermal
W Astronuclear
Laboratory
3.0 NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS
A multigroup, microscopic library of neutron cross sections has been prepared for
use in the discrete ordinates transport codes, DOT-IIW and ANISN-W. Table 3-1 lists the
35 elements (or isotopes) for which cross section sets have been supplied. Transport
corrected* and full P 1 scattering-approximation cross sections were generated for the elements
(or isotopes) noted in the Table. Each microscopic cross section set was spectrally weighted
over four representative flux and current spectra. These spectra, as shown in Table 3-2, are
selected from the NERVA project analyses of the current R-1 nuclear subsystem design and
represent the spatially dependent neutron spectra in the R-1 reactor system. Full P3
scattering-approximation cross sections for neutron energies greater than 1. 86 eV are supplied
for 16 elements, as specified in Table 3-1. These data are weighted over a 1/E spectrum.
In =addition, a vane prescription cross section set weighted over the R-1 reflector spectrum is
included to represent the NERVA reactor peripheral control drums containing 10 Boron. In
one-dimensional (ANISN-W) or r,z two-dimensional (1DOT-IIW) calculations, an annular
ring containing the vane prescription cross section set is employed to represent the control
drums.
All neutron cross sections are obtained in a manner cov sistent with the nuclear and
radiation analysis procedures used in the radiation analysis of reactors at WANL. .is cross
section library is most applicable for radiation analyses of nuclear rocket reactors; however,
the 52 energy group data are considered to be adequate for parametric survey calculations of
other nuclear systems, as well.
3. 1	 BASIC LIBRARY DATA
The multigroup structure of the microscopic neutron library is shown in Table 3--3.
These 52 energy groups consist of 32 groups in the fast energy range (from 1.86 eV to
* The transport correction made in neutron cross sections involves the flux weighted P O cross
sections, and the diagonal transport approximation using the current weighted P 1 crossC7
section,
	 E a 
P1 , 
to obtain the correction term, 1/3 E v P1 where G is the totalg=1 99	 g=1	 g9 '
number of neutron groups. The term is subtracted from the total cross section and the within




1.0 x 107 eV) and 20 groups in the thermal energy range (from 0. 0 eV to 1.86 eV). The
probability of neutron upscatter or downscatter is included in the thermal range data up
to the upper limit of 1. 86 eV; the probability of downscatter is included in the fast range
data from 1.86 eV to 10.0 MeV. The group structure shown in Table 3-3 is chosen for the
following reasons:
1) Adequate high-energy group structure to provide reaction rates for heating
calculations, comparisons with activation measurements, and representation of anisotropic
scattering,
2) Adequate epitharn ,ial energy group structure to define the 235 Uraniumcross
section in the resonance range (lethargy greater than 12),
3) Computer code- storage Limits,
4) Multigroup cross sections collapsible directly to few-group cross sections. This
means that every few-group break point must fall at a multigroup break point. The motiva-
tion for this criterion is that ANISN-W or APPROPOS can be used to perform the group
co l lapse,
5) Sufficient thermal energy range group structure to adequately define the down-
scatter-upscatter cross sections,
6) Adequate thermal energy range group structure to equalize the relative influence
of each thermal group in transport calculations, and
7) Reasonable computer running time.
Using this 52 energy group structure, 548 neutron cross section sets and 134 reaction
rate sets are generated at room temperature (except where noted) for use in the ANISN -W
and DOT-IIW discrete ordinates transport codes. Each neutron cross section set consists of
52 groups and 34 cross section types for a total array size of 1768.
Each energy group contains 34 different types of cross sections as follows:
1) ga , in position 1, the total absorption cross section, i.e., radiative capture,
(n;2n)*, fission, (n;p) (n, y), etc. For most elements, this cross section is the radiative
capture cross section.
2) v o f, in position 2, the product of the fission cross section and the average
9 9
number of neutrons released per fissi on event.











3) a9 t, in position 3, the total collision cross section. When transport corrected
cross sections are used, this table position contains the total collision cross section corrected
by the diagonal transport approximation term. This correction term for anisotropic scattering
has been computed by the iagonal transport approximation using the current weighted total
P1	
P
	P scatter cross section,
	
^
a ,	 , to obtain the correction term 1/3
	 a , 1	 This
-01-9	 g=1 g —►g
correction term has been subtracted from the total collision cross section and the within-group
scattering cross section, a , for the transport corrected data set.
99
4 to 13) 9, g
 for g' > g, in positions 4 to 13, inclusive, the upscatter transfer cross
section (always considered to be transfer into a group). The 13th position cross section in
group 1 would represent transfer from group 2 into group 1, for example. These transfer cross





 for g'	 g, or simply, agg , in position 14, the within-group transfer
cross section defined as:
.tip f	 G
t	 a
99 = ag 
- a9 - E 9, 9 
for 9, / 9
g=1
15 to 34) a
9 I9 
for g'< g,' in positions 15 to 34, inclusive, the downscatter transfer cross
section (always considered to be transfer into a group). For example, the 15th position in
group 2 would represent transfer from group 1 into group 2. These transfer cross sections are
the sum of the elastic, inelastic, and where applicable, (n;2n) reaction cross sections.
Impossible transfer elements, such as upscatter into group 52, are entered as a zero. The vane
prescription data set and each neutron cross section set are given a unique four-digit identifica-
tion number. The first two digits of the identification number denote the particular element
or isotope of the cross section library, the third, digit denotes the spectrum over which the
cross section data is averaged, and the fourth digit denotes the cross section type (P 1 , P2,
P3, etc. ). Table 3-4 specifies the element or isotope identification number, Table 3-2
specifies the spectrum, and Table 3-5 specifies the cross section type.
3-3
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The neutron cross section sets are contained on two library tapes; the first tape
contains only transport corrected cross-section data; the second tape contains the P^ cross
section data. Table 3-6 lists the cross section sets on the transport corrected data tape.
This table lists the element or isotope and its identification number, the spectrum over
which it is averaged, and the sequence with which it is placed on tape. Table 3-7 lists the
cross section sets on the P, data tape. This table lists the element or isotope and its identifica-
tion number, the spectrum over which it is averaged, the P^ order, and the sequence with
which it is placed on tape. The P2 and P3 cross section sets for hydrogen are assumed
independent of temperature or the type of hydrogen so that all the P2 data for hydrogen
are identical to one another as are the 
P3 
data. The same assumption is used for the P 2 or P3
data for any given element that appears more than once. By repeating the element in the
proper sequence, continui ty of tape 1D numbers and user convenience are achieved.
The 52 group, ring vane prescription is contained on both library tapes. The micro-
scopic cross section data on these two magnetic tapes are in a format consistent with the input
requirements of the ANISN -W and DOT-IIW discrete ordinates transport codes and of the
APPROPOS cross section preparation code.
Fifty-two neutron energy group, microscopic, reaction rate cross section data are F,
also generated for 35 elements or isotopes, averaged over the some four representative R - 1
spectra. These microscopic reaction rate cross sections contained on Master Library Tape
No. 3 are:
1) 09, the capture cross section which includes
a (n , y), a (n%P, y), and o (n;a, Y) reactions,
2) of the fission cross section for fissionable isotopes; non-fissionable elements9
or isotopes contain zeros for this cross section,
3) a 
el, eff the "effec tive" energy deposition cross section which was computed by9
vel, eff
	
DEg x	 2A	 x (1 _ Ncm ) X ael
9	
&[_b










6Ug is the average energy of group g,
2A	 is the average energy loss per collision,
(A+ 1 )2
(1 - pcm) is the correction term for anisotropic scattering,
9
AEg is the energy width of group g,
AUg is the lethargy width of group g,
A is the atomic mass of the scattering nucleus,
pcm is the average cosine of the scattering angle in the center-
9 of-mass coordinate system for group g, and
gel is the total microscopic elastic scattering cross section for group g,
9
n, n'
4) or 	 , the total inelastic scattering cross section for group g.
The use of an effective energy deposition cross section facilitates rapid computa-
tions of the direct neutron kinetic energy deposition due to neutron elastic scattering. The
effective energy deposition cross section is calculated in a consistent manner with the data
on Master Library Tapes No. 1 and 2.
The capture cross section is used in the calculation of the secondary gamma ray
source due to (n, y), (n;p, y) and (n;a, y) reactions. The fission cross section is used in the
calculation of prompt and delayed gamma ray source due to the (n, f) reaction. The effective
energy deposition cross section is used in the calculation of neutron kinetic energy deposition
due to neutron elastic scattering. The inelastic scattering cross section is used in the calcu-
lation of the secondary gamma ray source due to the (n; n', y) reaction.
Table 3-8 lists the reaction rate microscopic cross sections contained on Master
Library Tape No. 3, the identification number, the spectrum over which the data are averaged,





r3.2	 METHOD OF COMPUTATION
A consistent, microscopic neutron transport library of cross sections in 52 energy
groups is generated for the Marshall Space Flight Center. These cross sections are obtained
in a manner consistent with the nuclear and radiation analysis procedures used in the radia-
tion analysis of reactors at WANL.
The GAMBIT (3. 1 - 3.4) code is used to generate the larger portion of the library.
This code provides group averaged, flux and current weighted, neutron cross sections based
on a thermal cross section Master Library consisting of 99 fine groups (0 - 2.38 eV), a fast
neutron cross section Master Library consisting of 68 fine groups (0.414 eV - 10 MeV, 1/4
Lethargy intervals), and a detailed set of element resonance parameters for the 68 fine groups.
The generation of basin neutron cross section data for the Master Libraries has been
carried out in recent years by the Reactor Physics and Mathematics Department of WANL.
Considerable effort is expended in preparing and evaluating basic neutron cross section data
(i. e., smooth cross sections, resonance parameters, scattering kernels, inelastic matrices,
etc. ) for use in the GAMBIT code. The Mcister Libraries for GAMBIT are based on the
GAM-1 and TNS libraries (3.5) and recent s joluations of neutron cross section data. (3.6- 3. 13)
The references for the changes and additions to these libraries, based on new measurements,
analytical models, and evaluations, is shown in Table 3-9 for the elements in the MSFC
library: These references detail the method of cross section evaluation and the basic data
source.
P2
 and P3 multigroup scattering matrices for 16 elements were generated using the
TRANSFER (3. 14)code. These cross sections are weighted over a 1/E spectrum and are
generated only for the 32 fast groups (E >1.86 eV) as anisotropic scattering effects are most
significant for high neutron energies. Input to the TRANSFER code consists of the pointwise
total scattering cross section and the coefficients, YE), in the Legendre expansion of the
differential elastic scattering cross section a,n, n (E, A):
an, n (E)
O'
	 (E, 0)  (2.0 + 1) f (E) Py (cos 0)n, n	 4 r	 1 =0
where f0(E) 1
3-b      
Aatronuclear(^) Laboratory
The required input data are obtained from References 3. 15 to 3.24. The punched
output from the TRANSFER code is input to an auxiliary code to (1) repunch the cards in a
format acceptable to the ANISN-W, DOT-11W, and APPROPOS codes, and (2) perform
specific error checks. These checks (3.25) tested for the integral conditions that the Pot 	 ,P i t
P2 and P3 transfer matrices must satisfy. These conditions are:
P01) The sum E or
	
) for g < g' should equal the average (l/E weighting) of the
9
elastic scattering cross section over group g,
2	 The ratio	 v P1
	
Cr PO = 2 A, for < ' ,
^9g/E 9 9 	 9 9
9	 9





n=1 .(2n- 1) • 7A2n
P
4) The sum	 ° 3	 0
9 9 9
where A is the mass number of the scattering nucleus.
The above conditions are based on the assumption that:
1) The elastic scattering is isotropic in the center-of-mass coordinate system, and
2) The elastic scattering cross sections are averaged over a 1/E spectrum.
The cross sections were then placed on Library Tape No. 2 for use in the ANISN -W,
TABLE 3-1




Number Element or Isotope Corrected P0/P1 P2/P3
1 Hydrogen (20.40 K, Para) x x x
2 Hydrogen (20.40 K, Ortho) x x x
3 Hydrogen (3000 K, Para) x x x
4 Hydrogen (300'K, Ortho) x x x
5 Hydrogen (25000 K, Gas Kernel) x x x
b Carbon (2960 K) x x x
7 Beryllium (2960 K) x x x
8 Boron. x x x
9 10Boron x x ---
10 Aluminum x x x







14 Copper x x x
15 Niobium x x x
16 ybdenum x x x
17 5 Uran ium x x x
18 238Uranium x x x
19 Nickel x x x
20 Manganese x x x
21 Tantalum x x ---
22 Gadolinium x x --
23 Tungsten x x x
24 Silicon x x ---
25 Oxygen x x ---
26 Magrn?s ium x x ---
27 Zirconium x x ---
28 Lead x x ---
29 6 Li th i um x x ---
30 Lithium x x ---
31 Lithium x x ---
32 Indium x x ---
33 Gold x x ---
34 Cadmium x x ---
35 Nitrogen x x ---
36 Cobalt X x ---












1 - Core Center Spectrum
2 - Core Edge Spectrum
3 - Reflector Spectrum
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ELEMENT OR ISOTOPE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
01 - Aluminum 20 - Lithium
02 - Beryllium 2960 21 - 61-ithium
03 - Boron 22 - 71-ithium
04 - 10Boron 23 - Magnesium
05 - Cadmium 24 - Manganese
06 - Carbon 2960 K 25 - Molybdenum
07 - Chromium 26 - Nickel
08 - Cobalt 27 - Niobium
ff
it
09 - Copper 28 -- Nitrogen
10 - !Gadol in ium 29 - Oxygen
11 - Gold 30 - Silicon
12 - Hydrogen, para, 20.40K 32 - Tantalum
13 - Hydrogen, ortho, 20.40 K 33 - Titanium
14 - Hydrogen, para, 3000 K 34 - Tungsten
15 - Hydrogen, ortho, 3000 K 35 - 235Uranium
16 - Hydrogen, gas kernel, 25000 K 36 - 238Uranium
17- 1 15 1ndium 37 - Zirconium
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CROSS SECTION TYPE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
0 - PO Cross Section Set
1 - P 1 Cross Section Set
2 - P2 Cross Section Set
3 - P3 Cross Section Set







TRANSPORT CORRECTED CROSS SEC71ON SETS ON TAPE NO, ONE




11 149 ALUMINUM S
^219 HEKYLLIUMs	 796 OFG.
	
K. CC
o22(3 HFRYLLIUM,	 29,	 DEG.	 K. GE
^239 RFRY LLIIIMO	 296 DEG.
	 K. R
1 24'+ HERYLLIUM,	 P96 DEG,	 K. S
n31 ^ HOP ON CC
0329 NOPON CE
A 339 HOaON R
x349 HORON S




-449 HOPON- 10 5
519 CAnMIUM CC
r 5?9 CADMIUM CE






00,29 CARHON,	 29% DE G , K. CE
0639 CARBON•	 ?96 DEG, K. R
n 649 CARHON;	 296 DEG. K, 5
('714 CHROMIUM CC(1 729 CHROMIUM CE('739 CHROMIUM R
6749 CHROMIUM S
n 819 C08ALT CC0829 COBALT CE
0839 COBALT R( ► 849 COBALT S
0919 COPPER CC0929 COPPER GE0939 COPPER R
0944 Cnppt.H S
1019 GAnOLINIUM CC
1n29 GAnOL . INIUM CE






_CC-CORF CENTER, CE-CORE EDGE *



























































1219 HYDROGE.N9 PAPA• ?0.4
	
DEG.	 K.
122(4 HYDROGEN• PARA9 ?0.4 DEG.	 K.
1239 HYDROGENS PARA9 ?0.4 DEG.
	 K.
1249 HYDROGEN* PARA• ?0,4 DEG.	 K.
131 q HYDROGEN• ORTH0 9 20.4	 OF'G.	 K.
1329 HYDROGENS ORTH0 9 26,4	 DEG.	 K.
1339 HYDROGEN• ORTH0 4 20.4 DEG.
	
K•
134 q HYDROGEN, ORTH0 9 20.4 DEG.
	
K.
1419 HYDROGEN# PARA+ 300 DEG,	 K.
1429 HYDROGEN* PARA9 300 DEG.	 K.
143q HYDROGEN• PARA• 300 DEG.	 K.
1449 HYDROGENS P ARA9 300 DEG,	 K.
1519 HYDROGE.N9 ORTH0 9 300
	
DEG.	 K.
1529 HYDROGENt ORTHO. 300 DEG,	 K.
1539 HYDROGEN* ORTHO. 300 DEG.	 K.
1549 HYDROGENS ORTH0 9 30n DEG.	 K.
10,19 HYDROGEN* GAS$	 ?500 OEG.	 K.1629 HYDROGEN9 GAS9
	
? y 00 DEG.	 K.
1639 HYDROGENS GAS 9
	7.500 DEG,	 K,





1 8 1 9 IRON
























TABLE 3 -6 (CONTINUED)












2719 N 108 I LIM CC2729 N I OA I UM f,E
2739 NIOBIUM R
T 749 NInHIUM S
2819 NITROGEN CC2829 NITROGEN CE
?839 NITROGEN R
2849 NITROGEN S
2919 OXYGEN CC2929 OXYGEN CE
?939 OXYGEN R
?949 OXYGEN 5
3019 SILICON CC3029 SILICON CE
3n39 SILICON R





3349 TITANIUM S3449 TUNGSTEN 5
3519 URANIUM-235 CC3529 IJPANIUM-235 CE
3619 URANIUM - 738 CC3629 URANIUM-?3R CE
371 9 ZIRCONIUM C c3729 ZIRCONIUM CE3739 ZIRCONIUM R3749 Z I RcnN I UM
3839 RING VANE PRESCRIPTION p
3-15
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P e CROSS SECTION! SETS ON TAPE NO. 2
I.O. NUMBER MATERIAL CROSS SECTIO N TYPE	 SPECTRUM*
0110 ALUMINUM PO CC
0111 ALUMINUM P1 CC
0112 ALUMINUM P2 I/E
0113 ALUMINUM P3 I/F
0120 ALUMINUM PO CE,
0121 ALUMINUM P1 CE
8 122 ALUMINUM P? I/E
0123 ALUMINUM P3 1/E
0130 ALUMINUM PO R
0131 ALUMINUM P) R
0132 ALUMINUM P? I/E
0133 ALUMINUM P3 1/E
0140 ALUMINUM PO S
0141 ALUMINUM PI S
0 142 ALUMINUM P? I/E
0141 ALUMINUM P3 1/E
0210 HF'RYLLIUM,	 296 DEG.	 K * PO CC
0211 BERYLLIUM. ?96 UEU.	 K. PI CC
0212 BERYLLIUM P? 1/E
0213 BERYLLIUM P3 I/E
0220 HERYLLIU119
	 296 DEG.	 K. PO CE
0221 UEr4YLLIUM,	 296 DEU.	 K. PI CF
0222 BERYLLIUM P? I/E






BERYLLTUHt 296 0231 DEU,	 K*
0232 BE'RYL.L I UM P2 I/E
0233 HE RYLL 1 11M P3 I/E
0240 BERYLLIUM: 296 DEG. K. PO S
0241 HE' RYLL 1 r1M 9	296 DEG,	 K * F'1 S
0242 BERYLLIUM P2 I/E
0241 BERYLLIUM P3 I/E
0310 F30RON F''(1 CC
0311 HOROW P1 CC
0312 MORON P2 I/E
OKJ_Y• CC-CnRE CFI-tT'-R.
	 r.F-mr ORE EC)GE't	 P- PL-.Ft.C(' T f1 ►4 • 5 - S4IEL.I)t	 14- -1 /E	 SPECTRUM
PO- P (0) CI	 S) F(-TT,)N	 SET,	 PI
- P O) 	 c oO SS	 SF"(-.TION SI.T.




	 ANW	 P(3)	 C.ROSS SFCTIO^j	 SETS	 ARE NOT	 0F.PE ;-,JDENT	 ON TE'A PFRATURE OR
HYPRO i' Ft'	 TY F' i:	 (1 -F,	 r'A t% A t	 (iii i }jOo	 (, j,S	 KEi.NF L) .	 TH,.RF.FOkF • A LL	 THE	 P(2)
HYt)R()Ljt:ty (;ll:0SS SEC. ^,FTa
	 A'c	 I (JE v4T ICI' L TO	 ONE	 ;,!a;)Tj;(•_ft^ A S A,HF	 ALL	 THE











I.D.	 NOIMKER MATERIAL CROSS SECTION TYPE SPECTRUM
rww- --mmmww wwwwwwrw^wwwwwrwwwwrwwwwww^rrwwwrw	 wwrwwwrrwww,^swwwww wwwwwwww
0313 BORON P3 1/E
0 320 BORON PO CE
0321 BORON P1 CE
0322 BORON P2 lir:0:323 BORON P3
0330 BORON PO R
0 331 BORON PI R
0332 BORON P2 1 /E0333 BORON P3 1/E
0340 BORON PO S
0341 BORON P1 S
°	 0342 BORON P2 1/E
0343 BORON P3 1/E
0410 BORON-10 PO CC
0411 BORON-10 P1 CC
0420 BORON-10 PO CE0421 BORON-10 P1 CE
0430 mqo^ 4 -10 PO R
0431 HORUN-)0 P1 R
0440 HOFION-10 PO S
0441 BORON-10 P1 S
0510 CADMIUM PO CC
0511 CADMIUM Pi CC
0520 CADMIUM PO CE
0521 CADMIUM PP1 CE
0530 CADMIUM O R
0531 CADMIUM Pi R
0540 CADMIUM PO S
0541 CAD MI UM PI S
0610 CARHON. 296 DFG. K. PO CC
0611 CARHUN, ?96 DEG. K. P1 CC
061? CARBON P2 1 /E
0613 CAFIEIUN P3 1/E
0620 CARBON 296 DFG, K. PO CE.
0621 CARBON: 296 DEG, K, P1 CE
0622 CARBON P2 1/E
0673 CARBON P3 1/E
06 -40 CARIJON.	 ?96 DEG. K. PO R
0631 CAf)HON,	 ?96 DEG. K, PI R
0632 CAPHUN P2 1 /E
0633 CARkUN P3 l/E
0040 Cl-ttj-$0N,	 296 DEG. K. P'0 S
0641 CA ►- HO N.	 ?96 DEG. K. P1 S
0n42 CAPHON P2 1/E
0643 CA,6i(")IN P3 1 /E
0710 CHOOM I u M P'0 CC
0711 CHE' ..1A I UM P1 CC
0712 CFRO" IUM P2 /E
















0720 CHROMIUM PO CE
0721 CHROMIUM P1 CL
.
0722 CHROMIUM P2 I/E
0723 CHROMIUM P3 I/E
0730 CHROMIUM Po R
0731 CHROMIUM PI c^
0732 CHROMIUM /r
0733 CHROMIUM P3 1/E
0740 CHROMIUM PO S
0741 CHROMIUM PI g
074?. CHROMIUM P2 I/E
0743 CHROMIUM P3 1/E
0810 COBALT RO CC
0 8 11 COBALT P1 CC0820 COHAI. T
PO
CE
0 8 21 COBALT 1 E
0830 COBALT i'
R
0631 COBALT pI p
0840 COBALT P 0 5
014 41 COHAI-T P) 5
0910 COPPER P 0 cc
09 11 COPPER P l CC
0917 COPPER
0913 COPPER P3 I /E
0920 COPPER PO CE
0921 COPPER PI CE
0922 COPPEH P2 I/E09?3 COPPER P3 I /E
0930 COPPER PO R
0931 COPPER P1 R
0932 COPPE R Pp I/E
0933 COPPER P3 I /E .
0 9 40 COPPER PO S0 9 41 COPPE R P1 5
0442 COPPER P2 I/E
0 943 COPPER E1010 GADOL I NI i)M PO CC
1011 GA D OLINIUM Pl CC10 ?.0 GADOL I NI UM PO CE
1021 GA1)0LINIUM Pl CE
1030 GADOLINIUM p0 R
1031 GADOLINIUM PI R
1040 GADOL1NJUM H0 S
in4l GADOLINIUM P1 S' .c
111.0 GOE,I) Po CC
1111 GOLD PI cc
112o GOLD PO CE
1121 GOLD PI CE
1130 GOLD PO R
3-18




T.O.	 NUM H E R MAIEkIA(. CROSS SECTIO
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HyDP0GFN• PA P A,	 ?0.4	 DEG.	 K , p0 cc
1211 H YD kUGEN• PA R A• 	 2„•4	 DEG.	
K. P1 C^
1212 HYr)ROGf N P?P3 1 /E1/E1213 HYORUbEN P^ CE
1220 H MPUb EN• K.PA P A,	 ?0.4	 DEG.









1230 HY0RUbFN. PA P A.	 20. 4	D EG 	 K .





124 n HYDRUGFN• P A PA • 	 20.4	 DEG.	 K.
V0
S1241 HY[)HOGFN• PAkA•	 20.4	 DEr..	 K. P1
1 242
NYr)kOGFN V7 1 /E
243 HY1)kOGFN P1 1 /E
X 10 NYUkUVj N. ORTHO•	 20.4	 a7Er..	 K. N() CC
1311 HY D k O(jF N, ORT HO,	 10.4	 1)E(:,	 K, N1 cc




1320 HYDkUGEN. oPTHO,	 20. 4 	OFG.	 K .
1321 HY1)RUbFN• OQTHO•	 j0.4	 1)F r5 •	 K. P1 ct
1 322 HY()kOGF-N F'? I /E
1323 Hy UNOW. N
N'4 1 / E
1 330 NY1)kUUFN. OPIH09	 211.4	 nEG.	 K • p0
R
R1 331 HYnk()GF-N• () RT HO.	 ?U0 4 	OF.G • 	K• V 1
1332 HYDRUGFN P7 1/F
1333 HY1)W0VFN ^^U
S/E
1340 HYpRU1;F N• OWT H 09	 20.4	 DFr, •	 K •
1341 HY11kOVFNo ORTHO •	e1),4	 DEG.	 K, N1 5
1342 NY()kUVFN v'^F`4
1 /F
1/E1143 HY1)ROGFN Vn cc
1 4 10 HYDPO6FN, PAPA,	 300	 D E r+,	 K.
P1 cc1 4 11 HYUHUUE N• DEG.	 K•PA R A•	 300 1 /F1412 Hyr)HO(,FN V7Pi I /F-1413 HYi)k()UFN  i3 n c 
1420 HYDIMUFN• PA R A •	 300 DEG,	 K•
1 421 Hy f) wo ijrN • PA P A*	 300	 UE(i.	 K • N1 C	 ^.
1422 HYDW)b VN N;)Pi
1 /E
1 /F1 4?. 3 HY()WOui 14 P1431) HYr1H0'-,F Nv PAPA.	 300	 DF.G.
^'1431 HYC)nOt•1 N9 1 3 A F-A•	 300	 DE-fl.	 R .
p )
143?. HYj)000%:FN P7P3 1/F1 /E1433 Hff)W0 0-N ? L1440 HY1):.t)(:rN. PAPA,	 300	 OF 1 i •	h. S










1 . 4 2 HYDROGEN P7 I/E
1 . 43 HYDROGEN P3 I/E
L%110 HYUROOEN.	 OPT HO.	 100 DFG. K. P^ CC
1511 HYDkOGFP..	 ORTHO,	 300 DEG, K e P1 CC
1512 HYDPOGFN
P? 1/E
151.1 HYDWU0FN P3 I/E
152n HYl)kUGFN,	 OoTHOs	 300 DEG. K . NO CE
1521 HYDRO(jF-h,	 ORTHU•	 300 DEG, K . P1 CE
15 22 HYDkOGFN p'? I/E
1523 HYONOGF.N P3 I/E
:330 HYDPUGEN. 	ORTHO. 	 3 00 DE G. K. PO R
1531 HYf1RUGFN,	 ORTHO,	 .100 DF6. K. P1 R
1532 HY()k()(jf'N P? -,/E 
1 533 HYDR06 N P 3 1	 F
15 4 0 HYO Q06ENo	 OR THU,	 300 DEG. K . PO 5
1541 HY1)kOW N•
	
UQ T HO,	 3 00 DF_G, K . P1 S
15 4 2 HyON0GFN V? I/E
1543 HYUkUGF N P 1 I/ F
110 HYDWOUEN.	 6AS.	 2L,00 OE6, K. vn CC
I h I I HYORUGFN.	 GAS 9	?'QUO OF6 0 K. ^'1 CC
l h l? 'iYOROGE N P?
I/E
1614 H YDk Wi f•14 N I/E
162n Hy0wQGFNq	 GAS *	2500 DEC, 0 K. 0P1
c 
CE1621 HYDHOGFNo	 GA S• 2500 UE^i• K,
1 h22 HYOk(1GF N N2N3
1 /F
1 /E1623 HYi)RUGF N
k0 R1630 HYOWUGFN,	 GAS.	 2500 DEG. K .
1631 HYI) k0 (, f N. 	 6AS9	 2500 DEG. K• V1 G
163?. HY1)k('J- EN N?
1633 HY()R OO f N N3
I/E
164n HYD H OUI N.	 6AS9	 ? I-sUO DEG. K. PO S
1h41 HYDRIJ6FNo	 6AS 9	2500 1 )E G. K • Pi S
164? HYr,R()Uf•N N? 1/F
I h4 l HYr)Hom
-N V I /F
171 n 1Nr)IIA
-1 15 PO CC
1 7 11 IND1014-, 15 Pi CC
1720 1Nf)Ik)M-115 NO CE
1721 INDI IN -115 N1 CE
1730 IN„1uM-I IS Nn R
1 7 31 INDIUM-115 N1 Rp
.11 S
1741 INr)1'"A-115 N1 S
I"Ali lkON  CC
111 I N ON  1 CcI ► i 17 1 P "N ^' > 1/ F
1K13 1 ►,()N N^ 1/F
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TABLE 3-7 (CONTINUED)
I o Ds NUMHE R
	 MATENJ.,L
	









2411 MANGANESE P? I /E
2412 MANGANESE P3 1/E2413 MANGANFSE Pp CE
2 4 20 MANGANFSE P 1 CE





2441 MANGANt. SE i'7 J / E244? MANGANESE
2443 MANGANESE pp CC





2512 MOLYBDENUM P? 1/E
2513 MOLYHUFNUM p0 CE2520 MOLYHI)EN,)M p1 CE
2521 MOLYHOFNUM P p 1/E
2522 MJLYHUF NUM P -4
32523 MOLYHUt N ! M pp A
253() MOLY80FN014 V 1 R
2531 MOLYHOfN11M p? 1 /F
2532 VOL YHOF N IIM 93 1 /E
2533 MOLYwi)FN0M Pp S
t':: 1 MOLYNDF.N-IM PI S
?')4 1 MOL YNUF_ Nt)M
Pl I /E2 S `'? MOLYNUF . N , IM V3 1/E?64 ; MOLY" OFNUM PO CC
2hln NICKEL PI CC
2 h ll NICKEL P? I/E.
2612 NICKEL P3 1 / F
26! 3 NICKEL PO CE
Et,V4 NICKEL vl CE
2621 N ICKEL P ? 1 /E
2 6 22 NICKt L p3 1/F2623 NICKEL p p It
263n NICKEL P1 R
263 1 NICKEL N? 1/E
?hj^ NICKEL P i 1 /F2633 NICKEL V0 S
264+1 NICO L V1 5
2641 NICKEL
2 64? NICKEL Pjj I/F
?th43 f4ICKEL ►'n CC211n NIOB111M
F'1 CC2711 NIOBIUM V? I/E27 1 2 NIOBIUM









1823 IRON P3 1/E
183n IRON PO R
1631 IRON P1 R
1832 IRON P? /E
I/E1933 IRON Pi
1840 IRON PO s
1h41 IRON P1 S
H4 IRON P /E
^H4i IFON Pi 1/E
1 9 10 LEAD PO CC
1911 LEAD PI CC
11920 LEAD PO CE
1 92 1 LEAD P i CE
193n LE AO PO R
1 93 1 LEAD P.R
1 94 LEAD PO S
1941 LE AO PI s
2010 LITHIUM p 0 CC
2011 LITHIUM N1 CC
2020 LITHIUM PO CE
2n?l LITHIUM P1 CE
203u LITHIUM pn R
2031 LITHIUM Pl R
2040 L.iTHIUM pn s
2n41 L1 TH1U.4 P) s
2110 LITHIUM-6 PO CL
2111 LITHIU*^-f, P1 CC
212 ,) LITHIUMmA Pn CE
2121 LITHIUq -o, P1 Ck
lljn LITHIUM- 6 Pn R
2131 LITHIUM-6 P1 R
2140 LITHIUM-6 Pn S
2141 LITHIUM -h N1 5
221r) LITHI!JM -r Pn CC
2211 LITHIUM- 7 PI CC
22 21 LI THIUM-7 ►'0 CE
2221 LITHIUM-7 P1 CE
223,E LITHIUM -7 Pn R
??.31 LITHIUM -7 ul P
224 r, LITHIdM-7 PO s
2?41 LITHIUM - 7 P1 s
2 .310 MAi;N4:SIU'a PO CC
?311 MACN! SJtPA Pi CC
237 n MA(.rJr bIWA Pn Ct
233 1) MA(,NF SIOM N n R
2331 MaGNkSTI! ►.r P1 a
234 1 1 MA!,'vr	 '.,l U'4 PO s













I/E2 7 22 NI OH I UM
P,32 72 3 NIOHIUM
PO
R/E
2730 NI OH I0M pi
2731 NIOHTUM P? I/E2 7 32 NIOHIUM




NI Of3IUM P2 I/ENIOHIUM
P3 lit;2743 NICHIUM P CC
281n NI THOGFN
2811 NI TRUUF'N P11PO
CC
CE2^' 2n NITPOt7E'N
PI CE2821 N11I.i;uE;N PO R2830 NI TROGrN
P1 R2 F',I I NI TRO'iFN PO S
2L•4Q NI TkU, G 	 N P1 'S2841 NITROGEN PO cc2 91 0 OXYGEN
P1 CC
2911 OXYGEN
r	 2920 OyYGF'N P1 CE
2921 OXYGEN PO R E2930 OXYGEN









CE30?0 SILICON PI CE3( 1 21 SILICON
PO R3030 SILICON
P1 R3t+31 SII-I(-0rd PO S
:3040 SILICON
PI, S304. 1 SILICON PO cc32I0 1AN'TAL[IM
P1 CC3 ?11 TANTALUM PO CE32 n T0.1TALIII
9._21 'fl.:J	 t.IJ!,l P1
PO
CE
CC3310 TIT0iI i,)m P1 CCi;}11 TT1,,	 Iu,^ P2 I/E3,;L2 11TAi-'IUM P3 I/E3:1:3 TLT;' 10111 PO CE
TI T;'^ 1 u; P 1 CE
TITr,:;L(t P? I/E
1 I 1 r,	 1 1 1+1 P3 I/ER
3: 3 T1 I /,'	 i +; ; PO
3-23
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TABLE 3-7 (CONTINUED)
•







333? TITANIUM N? 1/E
3333 TITANIUM P3 I/E
3340 TI TAN 1010, Vf1 S53341 TITANIUM PIP? 1/F
334? TITANIUM Pj 1/F3343 TITANIUM
3440 TUNGSTFN
PO S
3001 TIIN 6STFN P1 S
34A? TUrvG` T 	 N
P^ 1 /E3443 TUNUSTF N











35?? URANIUM-^35 P335?3 UPI,NIUM —?35 PO CC
c
3610 URANIUM—?3N
361] UPAN IUM-	 R
P cc
3612 URANIUM-? R Pi 1/
3613 UPANIUM—en3A
Po CI-3 h ?0 URANiUN -?38 PI CF
3621 UPANIUM-739 P? 1/F3622 URANIUM-?3A P3 1/E3603 UPANIUM-739 Pn CC3710 IIWCCINIIIM
PI CC3711 lTPCONJ II'i Pp CE 3720 ZIRCONIUM P1 CE3121 IIPCONIWA
P
R
3 1 3() 11 RCoN I I
P
i fl
3 13 1 I I RC U1.4T 11M P S3 741 /114CO(gIIIM
53141 LIRCONIIJM PI
1
ipC R31,39 RINC,	 V rNF	 PRESCRIPTION
3-24
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c11 y At- 11MINUM CC
]29 ALUMINUM CE
]39 At 1)MINUM q
149 ALUMINUM S
,- 21 Q MEPYLL1049 P46 OEG. K. CC
1i22Q HF PYLL I UM. ?9	 AEG. K. CE
k)239 HFQYLL1 -iM• 296 PPG, K. R
6249 HEQYLLIUM• 296 nEG. K. S
0 31 , j 40PnN CC
n 3 2 Q HnQnN CE
.)339 HnQON q
!'349 Hn()0N S
^419 HownN-I n CC
1. 429 H0Q0N•1_ CE
, 43 Q HnQ0N-10 R
i44Q HORnN-l0 5




1619 CAQRON.	 ?96 DEG,	 K. CC
(1 629 CARHON.	 296 UE(3 0 	K, CE
0619 C ARHON •	 ?9F, ()E(3.	 K. R




r 744 CHPOM I UM y





()92Q rnPPE R CE
,)939 r_nPPF R R
c949 (nPpF. R 5
1 019 GanOL I N I11M CC
IM29 GAnOLINIUM CE
103 9 GAnOL I N I UM q
1649 6Ar)OL INIO M S
111Q GnLn CC





MICROSCOPIC REACTION RATE CROSS SECTIONS ON TAPE NO. 3
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TABLE 3 -8 (CONTINUED)























































HY f)i)OGF N •
HYnRUGFN.
HYnROGF N •
H vnPOGF- N •









































MAGNF S I UM
MAGNESIUM
MAGNESIUM
VAQA. nn,4 OE(,;, K,
PA.., A. "n.4 nEG, K,
P A N A• In.4 DEG, K,
PAPA. ?0,4 nFG, K,
nPTHU. ?n.4 nEG• K.
OPTHO. 2,i,4 nEG, K,
OPTHO. 2n,4 O FG, K,
OPT H U, ?n,4 nFG• K.
PAuA. 10 1
 nEG, K,
PANA • 1o0 OF6, K,
PAPA• 300 DFG, K,
PAPA• 300 nEG, K.
OPTHO. 300 nEG. K.
ORTHO. 300 nEG. K.
ORTH(^. 3011 nFG. K.
OPTHO, 3nn nEr',. K.
GAS• ? 00 nEG, K,
GV, • ?500 DEG. K.
(-IAS *
 ? c^00 r)FG. K.







I()ENTIF ICATION NUMHEW MATERIAL SPECTW)m
---------------------






2419 M ANGANESE CC
2424 MAN(,ANE SE CF
1- 449 UANGANFSE 5
2519 MnLYHDF N K CC
?529 MnL YHDE NUM CE
, 539 MnL YHOf NUM w







17 34 NI0N T 1.fm Q
1749 N1ngIUM S
?8)9 N 1 TQ0Gf N CC
7. 929 NI TQOGFN CF
-1 939 NT T )OGE N Q
X849 NITWOOFN 5
1919 OXYGEN CC
?92 0 0xYGFN CE
e'939 0vYGEN Q
?949 OxYr,FN S3PIQ STIICON cC
3r2 q
.1i	 ICON CF
3m,39 SILICO N q




3379 T I TANIIIM CE
333 9 TITANIUM
3 3 49 T I TA NI IIM 5
4 4 4 9 TUNGSTr N S
351 9 I 1W AN I Um
-135 CC
35,)9 UPANIUM-)34 CE
36 1 9 lJWANIUM-^3 ►+ CC
1 6;1 9 HPANIUM-23A CE
3719 !T	 CONIII M CC





CHANGES AND ADDITIONS TO GAMBIT MASTER LIBRARY NEUTRON
CROSS SECTIONS
Element or Isotope Reference Element or Isotope Reference
Hydrogen 3.61 3.81	3.13 Manganese 3.11
Carbon 3.12 Tantalum 3.5
Beryllium 3.91 3.12 Gadolinium 3.5
Boron 3.91	 3.13 Tungsten 3.10
Aluminum 3.5 Silicon 3.13
Titanium 3.5 Oxygen 3.5
Chromium 3.5 Magnesium 3.13
Iron 3.5 Zirconium 3.11
Copper 3.13 Lead 3.1
Niobium 3.71	 3.11 Lithium 3.1;3
Molybdenum 3.5 Indium 3.11
235 Uranium 3.61 3.81 3.13 Gold 3.13
238Uranium 3.61 3.8 Cadmium 3.13







4.0 PHOTON CROSS SECTIONS
The point kernel and discrete ordinates transport codes of the MSFC code package
use the some basic, photon, cross section library data and techniques. A basic library of
energy dependent, photo-electric and pair-production data is used in the KAP-VI point
kernel code, the SCAP single- or albedo-scatter, point kernel code, the MAP radiation
transport code, and the GAMLEG-W multigroup, cross section preparation code. These
codes calculate Compton scattering cross sections from the Klein -Nishina equation (4.1) and
absorption cross sections from the basic library data to provide total cross section data. The
numerical techniques used in the KAP-VI, SOAP, MAP, and GAMLEG-W codes are com-
pletely consistent; the final form of the data, however, is dependent on the code's individual
requirements. A discussion of the basic library data is presented in Section 4. 1; the genera-
tion of photon cross sections in each type of code is described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
4.1	 BASIC LIBRARY DATA
The KAP-V[, SOAP, MAP, and GAMLEG-W codes in the MSFC code package
accept the some basic pair-production and photo-electric cross section data. These data are
punched on data cards for input to the GAMLEG-W(4' 2) code. The GAMLEG-W code
generated Master Library Tape No. 5. This tape contains the cross sections to be used as
input to each of the codes including subsequent use in GAMLEG-W).
The basic, pair-production and photo-electric data are obtained from Reference 4.3.
These data are compiled in tabular form for the 51 elements shown in Table 4-1. Pointwise
data are provided at energy points in the range of 0.01 MeV to 20.0 MeV. The number of
energy points for each element data is dependent on the number of points required to accurately
describe the variations of the data with energy. For photo-electric absorption, the presence
of a double valued function at the K, L, and M electron shell absorption edges is represented
in the library by the use of continuous data, i.e., values of the cross section at two energy
r
,	 b.




A description of the format of the pair-production and photo-electric cross section
library tape is shown in Table 4-2. As indicated, each element requires that the data be in
order of increasing photon energy. Five binary records describe each element on the
magnetic tape. This magnetic tape contains a title record as the first record on tape. The
specific energy points and cross section values are listed in Appendix A.
4.2	 CROSS SECTIONS FOR USE IN POINT KERNEL CODES
The MSFC codes, which apply the point kernel technique, obtain photon cross
sections in a consistent fashion. These codes are:
1) KAP-VI - a revised version of the KAP-V point kernel code,
2) SCAP - a single- or albedo-scatter, point kernel code of similar geometry
capability to KAP-VI, and
3) MAP a radiation transport code which includes point kernel techniques. The
MAP code uses the surface angular fluxes from the DOT-IIW code as angular dependent source
da ta.
Each of the above codes use the magnetic tape library data as input to a separate subroutine
in each code._ - This subroutine calculates the absorption cross section, a (E i ), as the sum of
the photo -electric absorption "cross section, ape (B), and pair production absorption cross section,
app
 (Ei). The absorption cross section is then interpolated at specified energy point values,
EK. The interpolation technique employs a linear variation of the logarithm of the cross
section values with the logarithm of the energy for the two energy points bounding the input
specified energy value, E K . Two special conditions of interpolation are included:
1) If either cross section value bounding the energy point is 0. 0, then a linear
variation of cross section value with energy is assumed, and
2) If the energy value is outside the energy range of the pointwise library data,
then the value is set to the end point va lue and no extrapolation is performed.
Total cross section data are obtained using different techniques in the KAP-VI, MAP and





4.2.1	 KAP-V1 and MAP Total Photon Cross Sections
The calculation of the total cross section is identical in the KAP- V1 and MAP
codes. The two codes require total cross section data at input specified energy points only.
The interpolated absorption data, Q (E K), described earlier are combined with the Compton
scatter cross section, ac (EK ), to provide the total cross section a t (E K ). The Compton cross
section in units of barns/electron is calculated from the Klein-Nishina equation for the
inelastic scattering of a photon of energy, E K, with a free electron as follows:
2 2E 2K (1 + EK)




^(E) - ($) (0.665)	 , EK is in units of
E K	 electron rest
masses.
The total cross section, t(EK ), in barns, is then defined as,
ot (E K ) = a( E K) + Zi • ac (E K)
where Z, is the atomic number (electrons/atom) of the element. These data are converted
into mass absorption data (cm 2/gm) for each element for use in the KAP-VI and MAP
calculations. A description of each code's use of these data is presented in Volumes 3 and 4.
4.2.2 SCAP Total Cross Section Data
In the single- or albedo-scatter code, SCAP, the numerical techniques used to
obtain the total cross section differ because Gross section data for primary radiation of input
specified energy, E' K, and the single scattered energy, E 11 K are required. for this reason,
the SOAP code computes the absorption cross sections at input specified energy values, EK,
as described earlier. These data are then interpolated during a SCAP calculation to the
required energy values, E L K and E Of K. Interpolated values are combined with calculated
values of the Compton cross section, a (E^ ) and a (E 	 to provide total cross sections forc K	 c K
the primary leg and single scattered leg attenuation calculations. The detailed use of cross





r4.3	 DISCRETE ORDINATES TRANSPORT CROSS SECTIONS
The some pair-production and photo-electric cross section tape that is used in the
KAP-V1, SCAP, and MAP codes is also used in the GAMLEG-W multigroup, cross section
preparation code. The GAMLEG-W code combines these data with the Compton absorption
cross section to obtain the total absorption cross section. The Klein-Nishina equation is
solved for the inelastic scattering of a photon with a free electron. The doubly differential
scattering cross section is then approximated with a truncated Legendre polynominal expan-
sion of the form:
os (E--o- E, S2 S2)	 4 fi	 (2,e - 1) PX W 0) °s ¢ (E , 	E)I =0
where p0
and P^ is a Legendre polynomial.
A generalized Legendre polynomial expansion is included in the GAMLEG-W code
so that any P
'e order may be genera ted.
A microscopic, multigroup, gamma ray transport cross section tape is generated in
13 energy groups using the GAMLEG -W code for the 51 elements shown in Table 4- 1 using
a P9 Legendre polynomial expansion of the scattering cross section. These data are contained
on Master Library Tape No. 4. The multigroup structure of this library tape is shown in
Table 4-3. This tape format is compatible with the ANISN-W, DOT-IIW, and APPROPOS
codes. The tape contains a lead title record of two words, followed by the P O data for each
element, the P 1 data, etc. A 105 energy point, 235 Uranium, prompt fission photon source
spectrum is used for averaging these cross sections. This source spectrum is adequate for photon
transport analyses of graphite-moderated, nuclear rocket reactors. When used in the DOT-
IIN and ANISN -W discrete ordinates transport codes, these cross sections permit the calcula-
tion of energy fluxes in units of (MeVfcm2-sec) as opposed to particle fluxes in units of
(photons/cm 2-sec). Energy deposition calculations are more conveniently calculated using




Each gamma ray cross section set consists of 13 groups and 16 cross section types
for a tota l array size of 208 pieces.
Each energy group contains 16 different types of cross sections as follows:
1) aa, in position 1, the total photon absorption cross section (the sure of the pair
production, photo-electric, and Compton-absorption cross sections).
2) v a f, in position 2, zero for all groups.
9 9
3) ag 	 it, in perition 3, the total collision cross section, which is the sum of 9
plus the total PO component of the Compton scatter cross section 9, 9 , calculated from
a PO  =	 a Pp for g' < g
d9	 G 9 9
4) ag , g , for g' = g, or simply agg, in position 4, the within group scattering
cross section defined as:
t	 Pa	 a- a a ^a, 0
 
for g'/gLam,	 99	 9	 9	 G 9 9
5 to 16) a g, g, for g'< g, in positions 5 to 16, inclusive, the downscatter cross section
(always considered to be transfer into a group). For example, the fifth position in group two
would represent transfer from group one into group two. These transfer cross sections
represent the inelastic scattering of a photon with a free electron as computed by the Klei.n-
Nishina equation.
For the P2 data (.e> 0), table positions 1, 2, and 3 are zero. Impossible transfer








Figure 4-1. Representation of ,K, L, M Electron Shell Photoelectric
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and FORTRAN Form Magnetic Tape ** Required Data
1 (Z; 12A4) Record 1 Name of Element
2 (13,2E12.5) Record 2 IA, number of energy paints
Z, Atomic Number of element,
electrons/atom
AW, Atomic Weight of element
atoms/gram-atom
3 (6E 12.5) Record 3 Ei,* IA point values of energy
describing the cross section
input, MeV
4 (6E 12.5) Record 4 ape (E i ), IA values of photo-
electric absorption cross
sections at energy points,
(E 0, barns
5 (6E 12.5) Record 5 app(Ei), IA values of pair-
production cross sections at
energy points, (Ei), barns
* Values of E i must be in order of increasing energy.
** The lead record on the tgpe contains a title record. The MSFC tape contains
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5.0 PREPARATION OF MULTIGROUP CROSS SECTION DATA
A 52 energy group, microscopic library of neutron cross sections is prepared for use
in the discrete ordinates transport codes DOT-IIW and ANISN-W. Frequently, however, the
use doesnot require this much detail or does not have enough computer core storage available
to use these data. For these reasons, the need to reduce the 52 energy group data into "few
group" data is evident. In this section, two techniques for generating "few group" data
with the MSFC code package and libraries are presented.
5.1	 USE OF THE ANISN CODE TO PROVIDE GROUP-COLLAPSED DATA
The AN ISN-W code (Volume 4) can be used to provide few group data by use of
the cross section weighting option to average the 52 group cross section data over the appro-
priate energy group limits. The averaging is done by using the average, region-flux spectrum
as the weighting function. The flux spectrum can be calculated using discrete ordinates or
diffusion theory by choosing the appropriate value of IDAT2 in the input data. The user also
has the option of using the flux spectrum in an infinite homogeneous medium containing a
spatially uniform source of arbitrary spectrum as the weighting function. Because this calcula-
tion is spatially independent, requiring only one mesh interval and one inner iteration per
group, very little computing time is required.
The technique of group collapsing has two requirements as follows:
1) The actual pointwise spectrum in the region must not differ appreciably from the
average region spectrum. If the spectrum varies rapidly with spatial position, multiple zones
should be used to describe the material.
2) The energy bounds of the fak' t croup data must correspond to the energy bounds
of the 52 energy group data.
When microscopic weighted cross sectionsare requested, a set of cross sections is
produced for each component of each material in each zone. Since the mixing table is used
to determine the components of a material, MS in the input data must be greater than zero
when microscopic weighting is specified. When macroscopic cross sections are requested, a





If the cross section structure for the weighted cross sections wi I I not accommodate
the complete multigroup scattering matrix, the "extra" transfer coefficients are placed such
that they transfer as for down (or up) as possible.
Upscatter removal is accomplished by zone by subtracting the reaction rate due to
I
	 a.	 from the reaction rate due to o.	 ., where j > i. Thus, the net transfer rate between
groups i and i is preserved.
The few group cross sections obtained from ANISN-W can be used for subsequent calcu-
lations in the ANISN-W and DOT-IIW codes. The few group energy bounds should coincide
with the 16 energy group structure given in Table 5-1 if the data are to be used with the
gamma ray energy production data library prepared for the APPROPOS code.
5.2
	 USE OF THE APPROPOS CODE TO PROVIDE: GROUP-COLLAPSED DATA
The APPROPOS code can also be used to provide few group data from the 52 group
cross section data. The use of the APPROPOS code instead of the ANISN-W code has the
following advantages:
1) The APPROPOS code does not have the severe core data storage limitations
that the ANISN-W code has because the APPROPOS code processes the fine group microscopic
data one set at a time instead of all a once.
2) The APPROPOS code has the capability of generating coupled, neutron-photon,
cross section sets.
3) With a set of region dependent spectra as input data or an ANISN-W flux output
tape, as many sets of cross sections maybe generated, as desired. Any fine group cross
section set can be weighted over any input spectra.
4) Reciprocal wei;jhting of transport corrected cross sections may be computed,
if desired.
In addition, the APPROPOS code has the following features in common with the
AN ISN -W code:
Astronuclear
Laboratory
1) The flux weighting algorithm is identical,
2) Upscatter removal is identical, and
3) The group collapse algorithm is identical.
The APPROPOS code is limited in that only the region dependent flux spectra from
an ANISN-W calculation is calculated as a weighting function. However, the use of the
weighting function in the APPROPOS code is such that, if provided on cards or tape, the flux
and its higher moments can be used as weighting functions.
In general, the APPROPOS code will provide group-collapsed, upscatter-removed,
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"Few Group" Number Energy Bounds (eV)
1 2.87 x 106 to 1.0 x 107
2 1.35 x 106 to 2.87 x 106
3 8.21 x 105 to 1.35 x 106
4 3.88 x 105 to 8.21 x 105
5 1.11 x 105
 to 3.88 x 105
6 1.50 x 104' to 1.11 x 105
5.53 x 103 to 1.50 x 104
8 5.83 x 102 to 5.53 x 103
9 7.89 x 10 1 to 5.83 x 102
10 1.068 x 10 1
 to 7.89 x101
11 1.86 x 100 to 1.068 x 101
12 3.0 x 10- 1 to 1.86 x 100
13 1.2 x 10-I to 3.0 x 10-1
14 6.0 x 10-2to 1.2 x 10-1
15 2.0 x 10-2to 6.0 x 10-2
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b.0 NUCLEAR AND RADIATION ANALYSIS BASIC DATA
In the nuclear and radiation analysis of a nuclear system, certain basic, nuclear
data are necessary. In this section, the following basic data are described:
1) Spectrum of prompt gamma ray energy from the fission of 235 Uranium,
2) Spectrum of decay gamma ray energy from the fission of 235 Uranium as a func-
tion of reactor run time,
3) Neutron and gamma ray dose conversion factors,
4) Spectrum of gamma ray energy due to (n, y'), (n;p, y) and (n;a, y) reactions, and
5) Spectrum of gamma ray energy clue to (n;n', y) reactions.
The above information is included in the basic dato library of the APPROPOS cross
section preparation code.
6.1	 PROMPT GAMMA RAY ENERGY SPECTRUM
Table 6-1 shows the spectrum of prompt gamma ray energy emitted from the fission
of 235 Uranium. (6.1) These data include the isomeric transition gamma rays emitted between
0 and 10 -3 seconds after fission. (6.2) A total of 8. 178 MeV/Sec-Fission is released. These
data are used in the calculation of the prompt gamma ray distributed source due to (n, f) a
reactions.
62	 DECAY GAMMA RAY ENERGY SPECTRUM
Table 6-2 shows the spectrum of decay gamma ray energy as a function of reactor
run time from the fission of 235 Uranium. Reactor run times from 10 1 to 108 seconds are
included. These data were obtained from the S-4 code. (6.3) The spectral dependence was
obtained from the 408 code. (6.4) These data are used in the calculation of the decay gamma
ray distributed source.
6.3	 NEUTRON AND GAMMA RAY DOSE CONVERSION FACTORS
Conversion factors for obtaining neutron kinetic energy dose rate from neutron
fluxes are shown in Table 6-3. Conversion factors for obtaining gamma ray dose rate from
photon energy fluxes are shown in' Table 6-4. The neutron dose conversion factors are
6-1
At-
1shown in Table 6-4. The neutron dose conversion factors are obtained from Reference 6.5.
The gamma ray dose conversion factors are obtained by hand calculations using the GAMLEG-W
energy absorption data.
	
6.4	 CAPTURE GAMMA RAY ENERGY SPECTRUM
The spectrum of gamma ray energy due to the (n, y) reaction as a function of element
(or isotope) is given in Table 6-5. For certain elements, as noted in the table, the spectrum
of gamma ray energy is due to (n;p, y), (n;a, y) or (n;t, y) reactions. The basic data source
for each element or isotope is given in Table 6-6. Comparisons of the literature data are
given in Reference 6. 6. These data are used in the calculation of the secondary gamma ray
distributed source due to (n, y), (n;p, y), and (n;a, y) reactions.
	
6.5	 INELASTIC GAMMA RAY ENERGY SPECTRUM
The spectrum of gamma ray energy due to (n;n', y) reactions as a function of
element (or isotope) s calculated for use in the APPROPOS code and is shown in Table 6-7.
The basic data source for each element or isotope is given in Table 6- 8.
 These data contain
both continuum and discrete level data, where applicable. The yield data are given as a
function of two variables the excitation neutron energy rod E and the gamma ray ene rgy^	 9Y 9 p^ o^	 9	 Y
group, Ey.-
The POPOP4 code t6 ^ ^) is used to generate these data. The POPOP4 code is
modified to multiply the yield data by the average gamma ray energy of the respective gamma
ray group or by the discrete gamma ray energy. This modification is necessary to obtain the
gamma ray production data in the proper units. These data are used in the calculation of the




PROMPT GAMMA RAY ENERGY SPECTRUM
Group Gamma Ray Energy Release Rate
Number Energy (MeV) (MeV/Sec-Fission)
1 7.50-9.50 0.003
2 7.00-7.50 0.015




7 2.60- 3.00 0,363
8 2.20- 2.60 0.503
9 1.80 - 2.20 0.708
10 1.35 - 1.80 0.947
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1.231E+00 8. 147E-01 2. (0.7E-01
1. 482E+0() 6.922E-01 4..597E-01














CAPTURE GAMMA RAY ENERGY SPECTRUM
Energy Bounds MeV ,eaction
MeV) Hydrogen Beryllium	 Boron Carbon
7.50- 9.50 0. 0.	 0. 0.
7.00- 7.50 0. 0.	 0, 0.
6.00- 7.4F,1 0. 4.279E+00	 0. 0.
5.00- 6100 0. 1, 200E-01	 0. 0.
4.00-5.00 0. 0.	 0. 3, 375E+00
3.00-4.00 01 1.571 E+00	 0. 1. 191 E+00
2.60-3.00 0. 0.	 0. 0.
2.20-2.60 2.225E+00 6.278E-01	 0. 0,
1.80-2,20 0. 0.	 0. 0.
1.35- 1.80 0. 0.	 0. 0.
.90- 1.35 0. 0.	 0. 3.744E-01
.40- 	 .90 0. 2. 174E-01	 4.780E-01 0.
.01 -	 .40 0. 0.	 0. 0.












.90 - f. 35 6.875E-02
.40-	 , 90 3.337E-02
.01 -	 .40 5.644E-('3
Total Energy Released 7.725E+00
Energy Bounds
7.50-9.50 3.887E+00










.40- 	 . 90 1.587E-01
.01	 .40 1.612E=0.1
Total Energy Released 7.718E+00




(MeV) Uranium Nickel Manganese Tantalum
7, 50- 9. 50 0, 6.306E+00 0, 0,
7.00-7.50 0, 8.056E-02 2.285E+00 0.
6.00-7.00 0, 1, 135E+00 5, 976E-01 1.550E-01
5.00-6.00 0. 4.776E-01 1, 396E+00 1.312E-01
4,00-5,00 1. 120E-01 1.380E-01 6, 628E-01 1, 181E+00
3.00- 4.00 4.500E-01 1.443E-01 4.549E-01 9. 183E-01
2.60-3.00 1.040E-01 1, 899E-01 1, 193E-01 7.0.53E-01
2.20 - 2, h0 2.990E-01 4.354E-02 2, 215E-01 6.045E-01
1.80- 2.20 6.340E-01 9. 180E-02 1.274E+00 6.234E-01
1.35 - 1.80 7. 160E-G1 6.400E-02 7.898E-02 6.695E-01
.90 - 1.35 6,190E-01 3.517E-02 6.333E-03 5. 126E-01
.40- 	 . 90 1, 069E+00 8.763E-02 1.400E-01 4, 248E-01
.01 -	 .40 6.260E-01 7.321E-02 3.323E-02 1.046E-01
Total Energy Released 4.629E+00 8.867E+00 7.270E+00 6.030E+00
Energy Bounds
2(MeV Gadolinium Tungsten Silicon Oxygen
7.50- 9.50 6.575E-03 0. 2.413E-01 5.854E-03
7.00-7.50 2.267E-01 1.446E-01 5. 156E-01 3.563E-01
6.00-7.00 6. 128E-01 1.278E+00 8. 120E-01 4.226E+00
5.00-6.00 5.644E-01 1.572E+00 4.637E-01 0.
4.00-5.00 1, 017E-01 1. 173E+00 3.470E+00 0.
3.00- 4.00 0. 9.502E-01 2.081E+00 0.
2.60- 3.00 3.776E-02 2.527E-01 3.089E-01 2.441E-02
2.20- 2.60 8.830E-02 2.76)E-01 1.400E-02 0.
1.80- 2.20 3.073E-01 1.257E-01 4.612E-01 6.448E-04
1.35 - 1 ,80 5, 393E-01 2.069E-01 7.908E-02 1.930E-03
.90-  1.35 3.382E+00 9.032E-02 1.687E-01 8.342E-07
.40- 	 . 90 5.,079E-02 ' 7.708E-01 1.737E-02 0,
.01 -	 .40 7.818E-01 3.902E-02 0. 0.
Total Energy Released 6.699E+00 6.879E+00 8.633E+00 4.615E+00
Energy Bounds
6Lithium(MeV) Magnesium Zirconium Lead
7.50- 9.50 4.833E-01 1, 450E-01 0. 0.
7.00-7.50 1.972E-02 5.500E-02 6.930E+00 2.541 E+00
6.00-7.00 4.673E-01 1, 383E+00 3.397E-01 1.966E+00
5.00-6.00 5.080E-01 8.200E-01 0. 0.
4.00-5.00 4.282E-01 1. 102E+00 0. 1.670E+00
3.00-4.00 4.599E+00 1.612E+00 0. 0.
2.60-3.00 1.084E+00 7.320E-01 0. 9.400E-01
2.20-2.60 1.949E-01 7.030E-01 0. 0.
1.80-2.20 3.229E-01 9.700E-01 0. 0.
1.35- 1.80 0. 5.330E-01 0. 0.
.90-  1.35 5.365E-01 4.740E-01 0. 0.
.40- 	 . 90 4.519E-01 9.500E-02 0. 1.390E-01
.01 -	 .40 5.975E-02 5.800E-02 0. 0.
To'tol Energy Released 9.155E+00 8.682E+00 7.270E+00 7.256E+00





(MeV) Lithium lithium Silver Indium
7.50- 9.50 0, 0. 0. 0.
7.00- 7.50 0. 1.885E-01 2.692E.-01 0.
6.00-7.00 0, 1.458E-01 8.7831-01 8.904E-02
5.00- 6.00 0. 0. 2.217E i v0 8.727E-01
4.00-5.00 0. 1.239E-01 1.062E+00 8.679E-01
3.00- 4.00 0, 0. 5,953E-01 4.400E-01
2.60-3.00 0, 6.970E-02 1.839E-01 1. 167E-01
2.20-2.60 0. 0. 2. WOE-01 1.286E-01
1.80-2.20 1.616E+00 1.496E+00 3.233E-01 1.283E+00
1.35 - 1.80 0. 0. 2.145E-01 3.279E-01
.90- 1.35 4.040E-01 3.740E-01 1,1393E-02 1.874E+00
.40- 	 . 90 0. 1.030E-02 3.294E-01 5.049E-01
.01 -	 .40 0. 0. 6,590E-01 2.205E-01
Total Energy Released 2.020E+00 2.408E+00 6.954E+00 6.725E+00
Energy Bounds
(MeV) Gold Cadmium Nitrogen Cobalt
7.50- 9.50 0. 3.773E-01 5. 125E-01 0.
7,00-7.50 0. 0, 6.993E-'l 6.647E-01
6.00- 7.00 2.248E+00 2,880E-01 1.242E+00 1.594E+00
5.00-6.00 1.858E+00 1.837E+00 3.872E+00 1.371E+00
4.00-5,00 1.298E+00 6.558E-01 7.129E-01 4.468E-01
3.00- 4.00 2.696E-01 9.332E-01 9.617E-01 1.858E-01
2.60-3.00 6.053E-02 7.014E-01 0. 1.458E-02
2.20-2.60 7.319E-02, 7.699E-01 3.424E-01 0.
1.80-2.20 4.985E-02 3.485E-01 7.307E-01 1.3';.E-01
1.35 - 1.80 1.491E-01 6.648E-01 1.014E-01 1.596E-01
.90-  1.35 6.483E-02 3.311E-01 0. 1.315E-01
.40- 	 . 90 4.571E-02 2. 139E+00 2,414E-01 2.295E-01
.01 -	 .40 0. 1.406E-03 3.719E-02 1.328E-01







BASIC DATA SOURCE FOR CAPTURE GAMMA RAY ENERGY SPECTRAL DATA
S
Element or Isotope Reference Element or Isotope Reference
Hydrogen 6.8 Manganese 6.12
Carbon 6.12 Tantalum 6.14
Beryllium 6.12 Gadolinium 6.8
Boron 6.10 Tungsten 6.8
l O Boron 6.10 Silicon 6.8
Aluminum 6.12 Oxygen 6.8
Titanium 6.11 Magnesium 6.8
Chromium 6.8 Zirconium 6.13
Iron 6.11 Lead 6.12
Copper 6.12 61-ith ium 6.8
Niobium 6.13 Lithium 6.8
Molybdenum 6.12 Lithium 6.8
235Uranium 6.9 Silver 6.8
238Uran ium 6.10 Ind ium 6.8
Nickel 6.8 Cadmium 6.8
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BASIC DATA SOURCE FOR INELASTIC GAMMA RAY ENERGY SPECTRAL DATA
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PAIR—PRODUCTION AND PHOTO—ELECTRIC DATA
This Appendix presents a tabulation of pair-production, photo-electric, and Compton
absorption as well as Compton scatter and the total gamma ray cross section for 51 elements in
units of barns/atom (cm2 x 10 24
	
These pointwise data are provided from 0.01 to 20.0
MeV. The pair-production and photo-electric data are obtained from Reference 4.3 and
constitute the data on Master Library Tape No. 5. The Compton absorption and scatter are
analytically computed from the Klein-Nishina equations given in Reference 4. 1.
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